
 A. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers. 
     (among, at, between, during, for, from, in, on, outside, with)

1. The cat is hiding  the bushes  the 

 garden. It enjoys exploring  its safe spot, observing

 birds  the trees. 

2. The students gathered  the auditorium 

 the school assembly. They listened attentively  the 

 principal's speech  important announcements.

3. The train will arrive  the platform 10

 minutes. Passengers should wait  the designated

  area  a smooth boarding process. 

4. The chef cooked up a delicious meal   the restaurant 

   his customers. The aroma of the food filled the air, 

 enticing people  the street to come in.

5. The soccer match will take place  the stadium 

  Saturday. Fans are excited to cheer 

 their favorite team  the game. 
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 6. The children played  the park  a sunny 

 afternoon. They enjoyed running  the playground and

  playing  their friends.

7. The river flows  the mountains, creating a natural 

 boundary  the two countries. People can go fishing

   the river banks or take a boat ride  the

  water.

8. The book is  the shelf  the library. 

 Readers can borrow it and enjoy reading it  the 

 comfortable seating area.

9. The hiker climbed  the mountain, reaching the 

 summit  sunset. The breathtaking view 

  the top made the challenging climb worth it.

10. The artwork is displayed  the art gallery 

  a special exhibition. Visitors can admire the creativity and 

 craftsmanship  the pieces  the event.
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B. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers.  (above, across, along, 
  among, beyond, for, from, in, into, of, on, onto, over, through, to, with, 
  within)

1. The bridge stretches  the river, connecting the two sides

   the city. People enjoy walking or cycling  it, 

 taking in the breathtaking views  the water.

2. The children played hide-and-seek  the park, hiding

  trees and bushes. They laughed and ran  

 the field, chasing each other  excitement.

3. The artist's creativity extends  the canvas, transcending 

 traditional boundaries  art. Her abstract paintings evoke

  emotions  the viewers, sparking imagination  

 the unknown.

4. The company organized a team-building retreat  the 

 mountains, far  the bustling city. They hiked 

 the trails, appreciating the serene beauty  nature. 

5. The concert is scheduled  Friday night, offering a 

 memorable experience  the audience. The talented 

 musicians will perform  the stage, captivating everyone 

  their enchanting melodies.
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6. The cat found a cozy spot   the couch, curling up

    warmth. It closed its eyes and fell a peaceful

  nap  the comfort  home.

7. The athlete jumped  the hurdle, soaring  the 

 bar  grace. The crowd cheered  excitement as

 she triumphed  her competitors. 

8. The book is located  the top shelf  the library,

   reach  the librarian's desk. Readers can

 borrow it  their library cards and immerse themselves

   its captivating stories.

9. The plane descended  the clouds, landing smoothly

   the runway. The passengers disembarked 

  the aircraft, stepping  solid ground  relief. 

10.  The entrepreneur 's  success goes  her  dr ive, 

 determination, and vision  the future. She strives

   excellence in every little detail, pushing 

 boundaries  her industry. 


